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natural fibre composites are increasingly being viewed as viable and environmentally
responsible alternatives to synthetic fibre composites and plastics sugar palm biofibers
biopolymers and biocomposites considers the use of sugar palm fibres for materials
development and application it offers original research on the properties and behavior
of sugar palm s fibres polymers and biocomposites covering mechanical physical
thermal chemical environmental morphological properties as well as optimal design it
discusses sugar palm fibre thermosetting composites sugar palm fibre thermoplastic
composites impregnation of sugar palm fibre various lengths of sugar palm fibres
forms and arrangements such as particulate continuous roving and woven fabrics the
book also discusses innovations in commercialized products derived from sugar palm

Globalisation and Internationalisation of Higher Education
in Malaysia

2008

lignocellulose for future bioeconomy discusses the conversion and utilization of
lignocellulosic biomass this book focuses on the utilization of lignocelluloses for various
products including biopolymers bionanomaterials and bioproducts recent findings in
scientific investigation engineering product development economic and lifecycle
analysis are discussed as are current synthesis technologies and potential applications
the book progresses from a discussion of the potential sources of biomass to the
refinement and processing of materials a sampling of various sustainability issues faced
by industries in their production methods and a look at real world examples of the use
of lignocellulose based materials in the bioeconomy round out the discussion presents
information on lignocellulosic biomass management and its utilization for the



production of bioproducts biopolymers and bionanomaterials highlights the applications
of advanced materials developed from lignocellulosic biomass and their contribution
towards future bioeconomy discusses the lifecycle of lignocellulosic biomass

Journal of Social Sciences (COES&RJ-JSS) Vol.8 No.3

2018-09-21

kenaf fiber is gaining attention as an alternative reinforcement for composite products
due to low cost reduced environmental impact and attractive mechanical properties
kenaf fibers and composites covers the breadth of these exciting materials from raw
material preparation to application in a variety of products it discusses fiber
characterization and properties how to prepare kenaf based composites and design
manufacturing and applications it also covers hybrid fiber composites kenaf fiber
thermosetting composites kenaf fiber thermoplastic composites kenaf fibers in various
lengths and forms and arrangements such as particulates continuous roving and
woven fabrics cellulose based kenaf composites and kenaf fiber filled biopolymer
composites are presented

Sugar Palm Biofibers, Biopolymers, and Biocomposites

2019-04-20

multiple biological activities of unconventional seed oils brings detailed knowledge
concerning the biological properties of oils antioxidant antimicrobial antidiabetic
antitumor anti inflammatory etc the content of individual substances with health
promoting properties methods for biological properties assay the influence of raw
material quality and technological processes on the quality of oils and possible raw
materials and oil contaminants with adverse health effects the book s chapters also
highlight the unique properties of new oils along with their biological activities less
than a decade ago the vegetable oils on grocery store shelves were derived from
conventional oil seeds e g cotton groundnut sesame corn sunflower and soybean
however as consumers began to understand how fat intake affects overall health
researchers plant growers and food manufacturers started to produce oils from
unconventional sources this book highlights what we ve learned in the process
explores unconventional oils their different sources and where they grow worldwide



explains the medicinal uses of unconventional oils details the biological activities
antioxidant and physico chemical composition of unconventional oils

Lignocellulose for Future Bioeconomy

2018-06-14

polymer composites derived from animal sources presents a systematic review of
recent developments in this important research field the book provides a thorough
introduction to the various types of animal based material resources currently
available and discusses their morphology extraction process sustainability formation
properties and applications emphasis is placed on applications of polymer composites
derived from wool silk chicken bovine marine life and animal waste different types
of processing techniques are discussed in detail as well as chemical modification
interfacial adhesion and the structure property relationship the book will be a
valuable reference resource for academic and industrial researchers and materials
scientists and engineers working on the research and development of natural based
composites derived from animal sources provides a comprehensive reference on the
preparation and applications of high performance polymer composites derived from
animal sources covers materials selection design solutions manufacturing techniques
characterization structural analysis and performance for various applications includes
extraction methods surface treatment and modification and fabrication methods focuses
on economic and environmental aspects

Kenaf Fibers and Composites

2022-01-26

stem cell laboratory techniques a guide for researchers and students introduces the
reader to stem cell culture handling techniques and versatile applications used by
researchers sections introduce stem cells including definitions types and basic use of
stem cells in biomedical science research the book explains laboratory procedures and
techniques ranging from the extraction of stem cells from animals cell seeding and
culture harvest and maintenance of stem cells stem cell characterization accurate
recording quality control and more in addition it guides researchers on topics such as
transcriptome analysis proliferation study analysis and microphysiological study final



sections cover useful and recent applications in stem cells such as gene editing
techniques and the preparation of stem cells for in vitro study as well as stem cell lab
design and equipment used in the lab lastly human and animal research ethics are
discussed introduces readers to the stem cell culture and moves to handling
techniques and versatile applications includes coverage of gene editing techniques for
stem cells and stem cells for in vitro study presents stem cell lab design and
equipment used in the lab

Multiple Biological Activities of Unconventional Seed
Oils

2024-04-10

the integration of digital technologies into practice presents opportunities and
challenges for the field of youth work digitalization procedures transform interactions
with users in addition to their needs these also transform the organizations where
youth workers are involved in professional practice adapting digital technological tools
is a crucial challenge for the youth work profession youth work in a digital society is
an essential scholarly publication that explores how to overcome any challenges and
issues facing youth development work in the digital age and to what extent modern
digital technologies can contribute to empowering youth work practice featuring a
wide range of topics such as digital inclusion mobile technologies and social media this
book is ideal for executives managers researchers professionals academicians
policymakers practitioners and students

Polymer Composites Derived from Animal Sources

2023-05-27

agricultural biomass is abundant worldwide and it can be considered as alternative
source of renewable and sustainable materials which can be used as potential materials
for different applications despite this enormous production of agricultural biomass only
a small fraction of the total biomass is utilized for different applications industry must
be prepared to take advantage of the situation and utilize the available biomass in the
best possible manner agricultural biomass such as natural fibres has been successfully
investigated as a great potential to be used as a renewable and sustainable materials for



the production of composite materials natural fibres offer excellent specific properties
and have potential as outstanding reinforcing fillers in the matrix and can be used as
an alternative material for biocomposites hybrid composites pulp and paper industries
natural fibre based polymer composites made of jute oil palm flex hemp kenaf have a
low market cost attractive with respect to global sustainability and find increasing
commercial use in different applications agricultural biomass based composites find
applications in a number of fields viz automotive industry and construction industry
future research on agricultural biomass natural fibre based composites should not only
be limited to its automotive applications but can be explored for its application in
aircraft components construction industry rural housing and biomedical applications in
this book we will cover the chemical physical thermal electrical and biodegradability
properties of agricultural biomass based composite materials and its different potential
applications the main goal of this volume is to familiarize researchers scientists and
engineers with the unique research opportunities and potentials of agricultural
biomass based materials up to date information on alternative biomass utilization
academic and industry leaders discuss unique properties of biomass based composite
materials direct application of agricultural biomass materials as sustainable and
renewable alternatives

Stem Cell Laboratory Techniques

2020-03-20

the book covers a wide range of materials used in biocomposite products from
biopolymer wood fiber wood and non wood species it discusses the preparation of the
material processing and end applications and also reviews wood quality improvement
through different types of treatments

Youth Work in a Digital Society

2015-04-01

advanced processing properties and applications of starch and other bio based polymers
presents the latest cutting edge research into the processing and applications of bio
based polymers for novel industrial applications across areas including biomedical and
electronics the book is divided into three sections covering processing and



manufacture properties and applications throughout the book key aspects of
sustainability are considered including improved utilization of available natural
resources sustainable design possibilities cleaner production processes and waste
management focuses on starch based polymers examining the latest advances in
processing and applications with this valuable category of biopolymer highlights
industrial sustainability considerations at all steps of the process including when
sourcing materials designing and producing products and dealing with waste supports
the processing and development of starch and other bio based polymers with
enhanced functionality for advanced applications

Agricultural Biomass Based Potential Materials

2023-01-30

this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 10th information retrieval
societies conference airs 2014 held in kuching malaysia in december 2014 the 42 full
papers were carefully reviewed and selected from 110 submissions seven tracks were
the focus of the air 2014 and they were ir models and theories ir evaluation user
study and interactive ir web ir scalability and ir in social media multimedia ir natural
language processing for ir machine learning and data mining for ir and ir applications

Biopolymer Composites

2020-07-30

composites in biomedical applications presents a comprehensive overview on recent
developments in composites and their use in biomedical applications it features cutting
edge developments to encourage further advances in the field of composite research
highlights a completely new research theme in polymer based composite materials
outlines a broad range of different research fields including polymer and natural fiber
reinforcement used in the development of composites for biomedical applications
discusses advanced techniques for the development of composites and biopolymer
based composites covers fatigue behavior conceptual design in ergonomics design
application tissue regeneration or replacement and skeletal bone repair of polymer
composites details the latest developments in synthesis preparation characterization
material evaluation and future challenges of composite applications in the biomedical



field this book is a comprehensive resource for advanced students and scientists
pursuing research in the broad fields of composite materials polymers organic or
inorganic hybrid materials and nano assembly

Advanced Processing, Properties, and Applications of
Starch and Other Bio-based Polymers

2014-11-21

natural fiber reinforced vinyl ester and vinyl polymer composites characterization
properties and applications discusses recent advances on the development
characterization and application of natural fiber vinyl ester and vinyl polymers
composites various types of vinyl ester and vinyl based polymers such as poly vinyl
chloride pvc low and high density polyethylene ldpe and hdpe polypropylene pp
polyvinyl alcohol pva and polyvinyl acetate pvac are discussed chapters focus on
different composite fabrication processes such as compression moulding hand lay up
and pultrusion processes key themes covered include the properties and
characterization of vinyl ester and vinyl polymers composites reinforced by natural
fibers the effect of fiber treatment and coupling agents on mechanical and physical
properties of these materials is also evaluated in addition to a determination of physical
and mechanical properties studies on thermal degradation swelling behavior and the
morphological properties of natural fiber reinforced vinyl ester and vinyl polymer
composites is also presented presents the importance of vinyl ester and vinyl based
polymers as matrices in natural fiber composites provides a detailed and
comprehensive review on the development characterization and applications of
natural fiber vinyl ester and vinyl polymers composites looks at recent fabrication
techniques and the mechanical properties of materials contains contributions from
leading experts in the field

Information Retrieval Technology

2020-09-26

technology is essential for access to learning and development of a knowledge society
cases on interactive technology environments and transnational collaboration concerns
and perspectives provides a comparative and comprehensive analysis of



technologically enabled educational environments and various issues concerning
education and collaborations across the world while also focusing on best practices and
experiences from a varied range of countries

Composites in Biomedical Applications

2018-06-15

this book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post conference proceedings of the third
international symposium on intelligent systems technologies and applications ista 17
september 13 16 2017 manipal karnataka india all submissions were evaluated on the
basis of their significance novelty and technical quality this proceedings contains 34
papers selected for presentation at the symposium

Natural Fiber Reinforced Vinyl Ester and Vinyl
Polymer Composites

2010-05-31

the integration of social psychology and school education has long been a challenge for
scholars hindering progress in understanding student behavior and effective
educational practices social psychology theories and methods in education addresses
this critical issue by providing a comprehensive exploration of the intersection
between these fields edited by esteemed scholars this book fills the existing literature
gap covering diverse content concerns theoretical perspectives and research methods
it equips academic scholars educators researchers and students with a robust
foundation to apply social psychology in educational contexts fostering impactful
research and enhancing educational practices designed for academic scholars social
psychology theories and methods in education is an invaluable resource for those
seeking an enriched social psychological approach to educational issues social
psychologists educators educational researchers and students will find this book highly
beneficial as it empowers them to bridge the gap between theory and practice with
its current theories methodologies and trends in school education this handbook
enables readers to generate impactful research and enhance educational practices
across diverse settings



Cases on Interactive Technology Environments and
Transnational Collaboration: Concerns and Perspectives

2017-10-20

this 4 volume set ccis 0251 ccis 0254 constitutes the refereed proceedings of the
international conference on informatics engineering and information science icieis
2011 held in kuala lumpur malaysia in november 2011 the 210 revised full papers
presented together with invited papers in the 4 volumes were carefully reviewed
and selected from numerous submissions the papers are organized in topical sections
on e learning information security software engineering image processing algorithms
artificial intelligence and soft computing e commerce data mining neural networks
social networks grid computing biometric technologies networks distributed and
parallel computing wireless networks information and data management web
applications and software systems multimedia ad hoc networks mobile computing as
well as miscellaneous topics in digital information and communications

Intelligent Systems Technologies and Applications

2023-08-18

this 4 volume set ccis 0251 ccis 0254 constitutes the refereed proceedings of the
international conference on informatics engineering and information science icieis
2011 held in kuala lumpur malaysia in november 2011 the 210 revised full papers
presented together with invited papers in the 4 volumes were carefully reviewed
and selected from numerous submissions the papers are organized in topical sections
on e learning information security software engineering image processing algorithms
artificial intelligence and soft computing e commerce data mining neural networks
social networks grid computing biometric technologies networks distributed and
parallel computing wireless networks information and data management web
applications and software systems multimedia ad hoc networks mobile computing as
well as miscellaneous topics in digital information and communications



Social Psychology Theories and Methods in Education

2011-10-28

this title was first published in 2000 this volume contains nine selected applied
economic papers presented during the 1999 faculty of economics and management
seminar in melaka the articles included focus the studies on trade and finance in
malaysia and other asean member countries

Informatics Engineering and Information Science, Part
III

2011-10-28

nanofillers for sustainable applications provides an in depth review of the wide
ranging applications of nanofillers it explores both synthetic and natural nanofillers
and focuses on their use as reinforcement and active fillers in composite structures
covering various aspects of nanofillers including synthesis methods characteristics
properties and compatibility this book highlights the potential of nanofillers as
functional materials for different applications and offers a collection of comparative
studies to showcase their efficacy it emphasizes sustainability intelligent design and
high end applications in fields such as packaging pulp and paper aerospace automotive
medicine chemical industry biodiesel and chemical sensors this book is organized into
several sections covering topics such as synthetic nanomaterials nanosafety natural
nanofillers polymer composites metal nanofillers nanofillers in various industries
nanofillers in renewable energy nanofillers in biomedical sectors and nanofillers in
automotive and aerospace industries this book will be a useful reference for
undergraduate and graduate students and academic researchers in the fields of
materials science nanomaterials and polymer composites key features focuses on the
fabrication approaches used for nanofillers in nanocomposites covers materials selection
design solutions manufacturing techniques and structural analysis highlighting their
potential as functional materials in different applications explores the positive
environmental impact and material property improvements resulting from increased
composite utilization across diverse industries discusses other types of nanofillers like
nanocellulose metal based graphene and wood based materials includes case studies



from leading industrial and academic experts

Informatics Engineering and Information Science, Part II

2017-11-01

pulping and papermaking of non wood plant fibres presents the latest technologies
associated with the papermaking process with chapters specific to each non wood
species the book provides step by step guidance on processes such as pulping bleaching
blending and beating non wood fibers are practical for pulp and paper production due
to their chemical content of cellulose hemicellulose and lignin percentages beginning
with a general overview of non wood fibers in the papermaking process chapters
then take a deep dive into different raw materials and their processes including
bamboo corn stalk pineapple leaves and sugarcane this book is an essential resource for
researchers scientists and industry specialists provides comprehensive coverage of the
processes involved in pulp and papermaking technology for each species of non wood
raw materials written by the leading research and industrial experts in the field of
pulping bleaching blending beating and papermaking processes includes step by step
processes and methodologies

ASEAN in an Interdependent World

2023-12-22

this comparative resource charts the interface between the university of the third age
u3a movement and active ageing and in doing so offers a comprehensive and
thorough understanding of what u3a means in different geographical and sociocultural
contexts after first providing introductory chapters to introduce the u3a movement
and active ageing in global perspective and tracing the origins of u3as in france the
book sets off charting the international development of u3as in both european and
asian pacific contexts deliberately the book moves away from the dominant anglo
centric us and uk rooted analyses of u3as to account for contexts of different political
ideology sociocultural values geography and degrees of urbanisation and
industrialisation lastly it thematises foreseeable issues concerns and predicaments that
the global u3a movement faces while meeting the challenges and seizing the
opportunities presented by active ageing the chapters comparative perspectives



encompass origins and development the francophone model of u3as the development
and characteristics of u3as in european and asian pacific geographies from social
welfare to educational gerontology u3as in china russia taiwan malaysia and south
korea u3as in italy spain and sweden a dynamic flexible and accessible learning model
late life learning for social inclusion u3as in poland iceland united kingdom and malta
the u3a movement in australia from statewide networking to community
engagement cross cultural perspectives on u3as the case of thailand the university of
the third age and active ageing boasts welcome contributions to the scholarship on the
different histories structures and challenges posed by national u3as readers from a
variety of backgrounds and research interests including gerontology geriatrics active
ageing older adult learning comparative education and educational technology will
find this a necessary and valuable resource in better understanding a globalised u3a
world the university of the third age and active ageing european and asian pacific
perspectives contributes to the deep well of histories experiences structures
accomplishments and problems of national u3as it emerges as a tapestry of
extraordinary research that offers to guide the u3a movement as it soon enters its
fiftieth year of existence prof stephen katz trent university

Nanofillers for Sustainable Applications

2023-04-01

starch biopolymer reinforced with nanocellulose has the potential to replace
conventional petroleum based packaging the book covers new materials for food
packaging applications and the opportunities and challenges of bionanocomposites it
discusses environmental aspects of biobased packaging socio economic impact life cycle
cost analysis market and consumers perceptions and preferences covers development
and characterization of various starch biopolymer reinforced with nanocellulose
includes chapters from leading industrial and academic experts who present cutting
edge research includes case studies on biobased packaging

Pulping and Papermaking of Nonwood Plant Fibers

2019-07-01

this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 16th fira robo world congress fira



2013 held in kuala lumpur malaysia in august 2013 the congress consisted of the
following three conferences 5th international conference on advanced humanoid
robotics research icahrr 5th international conference on education and entertainment
robotics iceer and 4th international robotics education forum iref the 38 revised full
papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 112 submissions they
cover various topics related to the technical developments and achievements in the
field of robotics

The University of the Third Age and Active Ageing

2023-10-04

discusses advanced techniques for the employment of both biofiller and biodegradable
polymers as the matrix for composites highlights application of both natural fiber and
natural matrix for composites to the development of environmentally friendly and
sustainable materials introduces basics of biocomposites the processing and
characteristics of new composites materials and new combinations of composites such
as soy protein and nanocellulose elaborates on the introduction of new materials to
develop biodegradable polymer such as ubi gadong dioscorea daemona the
modification of natural fiber for further enhancement of composites and the
compatibility of the natural filler such as protein into biocomposites written for
researchers advances students and professional engineers and materials scientists
working in the area of biobased polymers and composites

Nanocellulose-Reinforced Thermoplastic Starch
Composites

2013-08-16

this book provides an opportunity for readers to clearly understand the notion of
ontology engineering and the practical aspects of this approach in the domains of two
interest areas knowledge management systems and enterprise systems



Intelligent Robotics Systems: Inspiring the NEXT

2020-10-27

bio based packaging bio based packaging an authoritative and up to date review of
sustainable packaging development and applications bio based packaging explores
using renewable and biodegradable materials as sustainable alternatives to non
renewable petroleum based packaging this comprehensive volume surveys the
properties of biopolymers the environmental and economic impact of bio based
packaging and new and emerging technologies that are increasing the number of
potential applications of green materials in the packaging industry contributions
address the advantages and challenges of bio based packaging discuss new materials to
be used for food packaging and highlight cutting edge research on polymers such as
starch protein polylactic acid pla pectin nanocellulose and their nanocomposites in
depth yet accessible chapters provide balanced coverage of a broad range of practical
topics including life cycle assessment lca of bio based packaging products consumer
perceptions and preferences supply chains business strategies and markets in
biodegradable food packaging manufacturing of bio based packaging materials and
regulations for food packaging materials detailed discussions provide valuable insight
into the opportunities for biopolymers in end use sectors the barriers to biopolymer
based concepts in the packaging market recent advances made in the field of
biopolymeric composite materials the future of bio plastics in commercial food
packaging and more this book provides deep coverage of the bio based packaging
development characterization regulations and environmental and socio economic
impact contains real world case studies of bio based packaging applications includes an
overview of recent advances and emerging aspects of nanotechnology for
development of sustainable composites for packaging discusses renewable sources for
packaging material and the reuse and recycling of bio based packaging products bio
based packaging is essential reading for academics researchers and industry
professionals working in packaging materials renewable resources sustainability
polymerization technology food technology material engineering and related fields for
more information on the wiley series in renewable resources visit wiley com go rrs



Biofiller-Reinforced Biodegradable Polymer Composites

2012-08-31

theory and practice in hospitality and tourism research includes 111 contributions
from the 2nd international hospitality and tourism conference 2014 penang malaysia 2
4 september 2014 and covers a comprehensive range of topics including hospitality
management hospitality tourism marketing tourism management technology innova

Ontology-Based Applications for Enterprise Systems and
Knowledge Management

2021-04-09

mechanical and physical testing of biocomposites fibre reinforced composites and
hybrid composites covers key aspects of fracture and failure in natural synthetic fiber
reinforced polymer based composite materials ranging from crack propagation to crack
growth and from notch size effect to damage tolerant design topics of interest include
mechanical properties such as tensile flexural compression shear impact fracture
toughness low and high velocity impact and anti ballistic properties of natural fiber
synthetic fibers and hybrid composites materials it also covers physical properties such
as density water absorption thickness swelling and void content of composite materials
fabricated from natural or synthetic materials written by leading experts in the field
and covering composite materials developed from different natural fibers and their
hybridization with synthetic fibers the book s chapters provide cutting edge up to
date research on the characterization analysis and modelling of composite materials
contains contributions from leading experts in the field discusses recent progress on
failure analysis shm durability life prediction and the modelling of damage in natural
fiber based composite materials covers experimental analytical and numerical analysis
provides detailed and comprehensive information on mechanical properties testing
methods and modelling techniques

Bio-Based Packaging

2014-08-12



the pulse of a malaysian university discloses the research agendas of language scholars
at a southeast asian university allowing western readers to gain deeper knowledge of
an asian perspective on language issues in part a five authors address diverse
ethnolinguistic sociolinguistic issues such as the minangkabau pasambahan media
response to terrorism negotiation discourse bilingualism and status of foreign
languages in part b four writers focus on the teaching of english in malaysia with
emphasis on grammar reading writing and literature altogether these essays feature
important cultural and linguistic data revealing the range of insight and knowledge
that malaysian indonesian professionals possess on such issues

Theory and Practice in Hospitality and Tourism
Research

2018-09-14

durability and life prediction in biocomposites fibre reinforced composites and hybrid
composites focuses on the advanced characterization techniques used for the analysis of
composite materials developed from natural fiber biomass synthetic fibers and a
combination of these materials used as fillers and reinforcements to enhance materials
performance and utilization in automotive aerospace construction and building
components the book presents key aspects of fracture and failure in natural synthetic
fiber reinforced polymer based composite materials ranging from crack propagation to
crack growth and from notch size effect to damage tolerant design written by leading
experts in the field and covering composite materials developed from different
natural fibers and their hybridization with synthetic fibers the book s chapters
provide cutting edge up to date research on the characterization analysis and
modelling of composite materials contains contributions from leading experts in the
field discusses recent progress on failure analysis shm durability life prediction and
the modelling of damage in natural fiber based composite materials covers
experimental analytical and numerical analysis provides detailed and comprehensive
information on mechanical properties testing methods and modelling techniques

Mechanical and Physical Testing of Biocomposites, Fibre-



Reinforced Composites and Hybrid Composites

2008

this book discusses the impact of different range of velocities low high ballistic and
hyper velocity impact on composites presented through experimental and numerical
analysis the book goes beyond impact event analysis and also covers the after impact
phenomena including flexural and compression and damage analysis through
destructive and non destructive evaluations the analyses presented from either
experimental or numerical simulations are composed of micro and macrographs
images illustrations tables and figures with inclusive discussions and supportive
evidences from recent studies on composites this book also highlights the potential
applications of composites through the lens of their impact properties in different
industries such as automotive and defence applications generally this book benefits
wider range of readers including the industrial practitioners researchers lecturer and
students who are working in the fields related to impact and damage analysis
including the structural health monitoring of composites either experimentally or
numerically

The Pulse of a Malaysian University

2018-09-13

nanocellulose is a versatile material that has received much attention from scientists
working in a broad range of application fields such as automotive composites
adsorbents paints coatings medical implants electronics cosmetics pulp and paper tissue
engineering medical packaging and aerogels industrial applications of nanocellulose
and its nanocomposites provides an extensive up to date review of this fast moving
research field the chapters cover a wide range of aspects including synthesis surface
modification and improvement of properties toward target applications the main
objectives of the book are to reflect on recent advancements in the design and
fabrication of advanced nanocellulose and discuss important requirements for each
application as well as the challenges that might be faced the book also includes an
overview of the current economic perspectives and safety issues as well as future
directions for nanocellulose based materials it will serve as a valuable reference
resource for academic and industrial researchers environmental chemists



nanotechnologists chemical engineers polymer chemists materials scientists and all
those working in the manufacturing industries comprehensively covers a broad range
of industrial applications includes case studies on economic perspectives safety issues
and advanced development of nanocellulose based products discusses nanocellulose
production from biological waste

Durability and Life Prediction in Biocomposites, Fibre-
Reinforced Composites and Hybrid Composites

2021-05-22

this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 4th international conference on
soft computing in data science scds 2018 held in bangkok thailand in august 2018 the
30 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 75
submissions the papers are organized in topical sections on machine and deep learning
image processing financial and fuzzy mathematics optimization algorithms data and
text analytics data visualization

Impact Studies of Composite Materials

2022-03-18

the east asia countries were among the fastest growing economies in the world and of
increasing importance to the world economy these countries have taken the lead in
adopting outward oriented development policies this volume focuses on the major
issues on open economy macroeconomics in the east asia economies that will be
instructive to both academics and policymakers the emphasis is on the countries that
were severely affected by the 1997 98 asian financial crises several aspects of
exchange rate current account budget deficits monetary and financial issues are
considered in this book in addition several chapters are devoted to discussion on the
issues of economic integration in the region the contagion and the currency crisis are
also discussed thoroughly most of the chapters are empirical in nature and the
empirical evidence provided is based on the recent development in time series
econometrics methods



Industrial Applications of Nanocellulose and Its
Nanocomposites

2018-12-10

Urban Narratives: Exploring Identity, Heritage, and
Sustainable Development in Cities

2017-11-30

Soft Computing in Data Science

Open Economy Macroeconomics in East Asia
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